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VALUE CREATION MODEL

OUR HISTORY DATES BACK TO 1992 WHEN WE WERE CORPORATISED AND INCORPORATED
AS MALAYSIA AIRPORTS BERHAD FOLLOWING THE PASSING OF A BILL BY THE MALAYSIAN
PARLIAMENT TO SEPARATE THE DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AVIATION (DCA), NOW KNOWN
AS THE CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY OF MALAYSIA (CAAM), INTO TWO ENTITIES WITH
DIFFERENT SPHERES OF RESPONSIBILITY.
CAAM remains the provider for air traffic management and
the regulatory body for safety and security of airports and
the aviation industry in Malaysia, whilst we were licensed to
focus on the operation, management, and maintenance of
airports. Recently, on 1 March 2016, the Malaysian Aviation
Commission (MAVCOM) was formally established under
the Malaysian Aviation Commission Act 2015 to regulate
economic and commercial matters related to civil aviation
in Malaysia.
In 1999, we became the first airport in Asia and the sixth in the
world to be public listed. Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad
was incorporated as a public limited company and listed on
the Main Board of the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange.
We have come a long way since, weathering multiple economic
turbulences, including the Asian financial crisis and the global
financial crisis of 2007-2008. Today, we are one of the largest
airport operator groups in the world – in terms of number of
passengers handled – managing 39 airports across Malaysia
(five international airports, 16 domestic and 18 STOLports)
as well as one international airport Istanbul, Turkey. Apart
from that, we also own 11% stake in Hyderabad's Rajiv
Gandhi International Airport in India, and provide facilities
management and IT services to Hamad International Airport
in Doha, Qatar.
More information on each of our airports can
be found on our corporate website at https://
www.malaysiaairports.com.my.

Over the years, we are honoured to have had the opportunity to
contribute towards the economic growth of our country. Apart
from our direct contribution through taxes paid, we provide
job opportunities, enable connectivity, support international
trade and promote tourism. Our business model focuses not
only on airport business but also on optimising commercial

and growth opportunities presented by the travel and aviation
industry. While we continue to position our flagship airport
- KL International Airport - as the preferred aviation hub
by improving hub connectivity, airport services and guest
experience for all stakeholders, we are equally focused on our
responsibility to enable rural connectivity and operate remote
airbases especially in Sabah and Sarawak. Connectivity is
crucial for the development of our country, especially in rural
areas. Our STOLports provide air connectivity for the people
residing in rural areas, connecting them to other parts of the
country in a shorter time and allowing them equal opportunity
to pursue their dreams. As an example, our STOLport in
Bario allows passengers to travel from Bario to Miri in just
50 minutes, as compared to land transportation, which would
usually take up to 12 hours. We do not collect passenger
service charge for our STOLports as one of our ways to give
back to the community.
Our ability to achieve sustainable growth over the years is
driven by our value creation model which is aligned with
our vision to be a global leader in creating airport cities.
Our value creation model aims to create value not just for
our investors, but also to bring positive impact to all our
key stakeholders. It guides us in making better strategic
and operational decisions in our business activities through
efficient allocation and utilisation of our six key resources
– financial, manufactured, intellectual, human, social and
natural capitals – in addressing our material sustainability
matters and creating value for our stakeholders over the
short, medium and long-term.
Our value creation model is illustrated in the following
page.
Details on our Sustainability Policy is disclosed
in Malaysia Airports’ Sustainability Report
FY2018, available on our corporate website at
https://www.malaysiaairports.com.my.
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OUR VALUE CREATION MODEL

Significance

Input

Output

OUR VISION

Outcome

Our employees are the main
drivers for our success. We
develop a high-performing team
by focusing on their training
and development, conducting
meaningful employee engagement
and enhancing employee benefits.

• 10,799 employees
• Customer-centric culture
• RM9.1 million invested in employee
training and development
programmes for airport operations
in Malaysia

Quality relationships and a positive
reputation with our key stakeholders
underpin our value mandate. The
government is one of our main
stakeholders and we support
their mandate through social and
transformation imperatives.

• Proactive engagements and
dialogues with stakeholders
through wide range of channels
• Public-private partnerships with
government

We manage our environmental
impacts through an
environmental management
system which ensures
compliance with environmental
legislations.

• Energy Policy and Environmental
Management Policy
• Waste management processes
• 6,646.3 ha of planted oil palm
• Renewable energy
• Biodiversity protection
• Noise management

Governance
(Pages 160-195)

OUR STRATEGY (Pages 59- 73)

Best-inClass Hub

World-Class
Service
Levels

Strengthening
Non-Aero
Business

Unlocking
Potential through
Aeropolis

Expanding and
Diversifying
through
International

ST1

ST2

ST3

ST4

ST5

Integrity, Culture Transformation and Human Capital

EN1

Airports 4.0 and Big Data Analytics

EN2

Enhancing Brand Equity

EN3

Lean Six Sigma

EN4

Enablers

• RM11,497.9 million invested in Big Data
Analytics technology
• IT infrastructures
• Stakeholder relationships
• Employee skills and technical expertise
• Concession rights to operate 40 airports
(39 in Malaysia, 1 in Turkey)

Together we create joyful experiences by connecting people and businesses

Risks & Opportunities
(Pages 196-206)

MANUFACTURED

Our experience, advisory
capabilities and reputation have
led to us being approached
by local and international
airport companies to aid their
development and management.

OUR MISSION

MATERIAL MATTERS (Pages 41-58)
Economic

Environment

Achieving economic
growth through effective
innovation, improved
productivity and reliability

Improving efficiency and
mitigating possible negative
environmental impacts
brought on by our operations

Practising Sensible Economics

Environmental Consciousness

Social

Creating a memorable
experience for airport
guests, fostering an inspiring
workplace and strengthening
our relationships with local
communities
Creating An Community
Inspiring
Friendly
Workplace Organisation

Goals, Targets & Performance

Memorable
Airport
Experience

Stakeholder
Engagement (Pages 37-40)

INTELLECTUAL

• Terminals, technical facilities, car
parks, hotels
• Aprons, taxiways, runways
• 65,870 sqm of retail spaces
• RM1,019.3 million invested in property,
plant and equipment (PPE)

HUMAN

We incur capital expenditure in
infrastructure investment for the
maintenance and upgrade of our
airports to deliver exceptional
service to our customers and
passengers.

SOCIAL

• Share capital RM5,114.3 million
• Borrowings RM5,143.3 million
• Cash and cash equivalents at
beginning of year RM1,293.4 million

NATURAL

Financial capital is a vital input
in funding our operations and
growth. We obtain financial capital
from three main sources, namely:
debt, equity and operating cash
flows generated from business
activities.

Sustainability
Policy

FINANCIAL

To be the global leader in creating airport cities
• Revenue up 4.3% to
RM4,851.7 million
• EBITDA up 24.2% to
RM2,383.5 million
• RM157 million in cash flows
generated for the year

•
•
•
•
•

114 airlines operating (Malaysia)
1,232,735 aircraft movements
133.2 million passengers
1,037,370 tonnes of cargo handled
Retail occupancy rate of 85.81%

• Dividends declared: RM215.7 million
• 49% increase in market capitalisation over
three years to RM13,904 million
• The Edge Billion Ringgit Club Corporate
Award 2018 - Winner of the "Highest Return
to Shareholders Over Three Years" Award in
the Transportation & Logistic Sector

• High airport connectivity
• Improved Airport Service Quality(ASQ) Score
to 4.7/5 for KUL

• Efficient business operations
• Improved passengers experience
• Enhanced runway safety

• Enhanced brand equity
• KUL ranked 14th in the overall ASQ 2018
below 40 mppa category
• Urusan Teknologi Wawasan (a subsidiary)
was awarded the 5-star SCORE rating by the
Construction Industry Development Board
(CIDB) Malaysia

• RM836.1 million spent on employee
benefits
• Overall retention rate of 92.5% for
airport operations in Malaysia
• Diversified workforce
• Employee engagement score of 74%

• Satisfied employees
• Named Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate
Employers by Grad Malaysia
• Accountable leaders
• 45% women representation at board level

•
•
•
•

CSR activities
6 scholarships awarded
Offered 111 internships for students
508 trainees under the Skim Latihan
1Malaysia
• RM417.6 million contributed to
government in user fees and taxes

•
•
•
•
•

Electricity consumption
Carbon emission
Water consumption
Waste generated and recycled
Solar power generated

(Refer to Key Highlights section for performance data)

• 953 job opportunities created in 2018
• Contribute to the GDP of the country
• Provided affordable accessibility for the
people located in the remote parts of
Malaysia through subsidisation of PSC at
STOLports

• KLIA obtained Level 3 Certification by
Airport Carbon Accreditation (ACA)
• Carbon emission reduction from renewable
energy
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Our position in the airport value chain
Malaysia Airports is responsible for the safe and secure operation, management and maintenance of our airports, each
of which is made up of two large sections – the landside and the airside. The landside of the airport typically consists of
the terminal building, parking facilities and any other public areas on airport land. The airside of the airport covers the
airport apron, taxiways and runways.
Alongside Malaysia Airports, other key agencies hold responsibility for the provision of safe and secure airport
services. For example, the Civil Aviation Authority of Malaysia (CAAM) works to ensure the safety and security of airport
operations, particularly at the airside, via the regulation, oversight and monitoring of our technical and safety standards.
Additionally, the Air Traffic Controllers (ATC) under CAAM coordinate aircraft navigation, holding responsibility for the
safe movement of aircraft, including during take-offs, landings and taxiing.

Passenger value chain

TERMINAL

Home

Departures
Wayfinding

Arrivals

Customs

Retail
Shops

Parking

Transportation

Hotel

Elsewhere in the airport, Malaysia Airports works with a
range of partners to maximise the quality and efficiency of
airport services, for example: government agencies such
as the Immigration Department and Royal Malaysian
Customs Department, as well as private companies
such as airlines and ground handlers. Key areas in which
we work closest with these parties are at passenger
checkpoints, such as check-in, immigration and customs
checks, as well as baggage and ground handling.
A typical journey for departing passengers usually begins
at home, where passengers have access to real-time
airport information via the MYairports app. Through this
app, passengers can track live updates on their flight’s

Check-in

Transfers
Arrivals
Departures

Security
Border
Control

Baggage system
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Catering
Retail
Lounge
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Next, passengers typically make their way into the check-in
hall, where they may choose to check their luggage in at a
Self-Bag Drop machine (where available) or at a traditional
check-in counter, which are manned by airline staff. Their
luggage then travels through our Baggage Handling System
for security screening before the airline appointed ground
handler transports and stows the luggage in the right aircraft.
Meanwhile, trained Aviation Security (AVSEC) professionals
perform a security check on passengers before clearing
them to proceed to the immigration counters. Here, travel
documents are checked by immigration officers before
passengers are cleared to enter the departure hall, which is
in the airside section of the airport terminal. As passengers
typically have some dwell time prior to boarding, Malaysia
Airports works to ensure that passengers have a wide
variety of exciting retail and F&B options available, as well
as adequate spaces to rest, relax and recharge prior to
boarding. At the boarding gate, AVSEC officers conduct a
final security check, in line with the security requirements
of the flight’s destination, prior to permitting a passenger to
board his or her flight.
A typical journey for arriving passengers at our airports
begins with disembarking the aircraft with the help of a
passenger boarding bridge where available. Once in the

Parking

terminal building, Malaysia Airports provides the signage
and guidance necessary for the passengers to make their
way to the arrival border control, where immigration officers
conduct a travel document check. Meanwhile, as arriving
passengers make their way to the baggage reclaim hall from
the border control, the airline appointed ground handlers
transfer the correct luggage from the arriving aircraft to
our baggage handling system. Our system then transports
the arriving luggage to the correct baggage carousel, to be
collected by their owners. After undergoing a customs check
by the Royal Malaysian Customs Department, passengers
then have a range of options to travel into the city, by car,
taxi, train or bus.
At the airside, once all passengers have disembarked, airline
staff undertake safety inspections, refuelling, cleaning,
loading of inflight meals, and the stowing of luggage and
cargo for the next flight. Meanwhile, in preparation for
departure, the airline’s ground staff inspect the aircraft
for any damage, as well as the aprons for any debris or
obstacles.
Upon a complete boarding of passengers, the pilot requests
for a push-back from the ATC. Marshals assist in guiding the
aircraft to the taxiway, and the pilot joins the take-off queue
and receives take-off instructions from the ATC.

Airline value chain
Fixed electrical ground power

Transportation

Jetway

information, and discover shopping and dining promotions
available at our airports. Passengers may then choose to
access the airlines’ website or mobile app to complete a
web check-in, before selecting any of a range of option to
reach our airports, for example via car, cab, train or bus.
The passenger’s first touchpoint with Malaysia Airports
is upon his or her arrival at our airport. Here, we strive to
make the arrival experience as seamless and convenient
as possible, via clear and visible wayfinding throughout
the airport terminal, mobility or wheelchair assistance
where needed and provision of spaces for passengers to
refresh, relax and recharge before flights (for example,
Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA)

Air Traffic
Control

Cargo and
Ground
Handling
Facility

Taxiway

Gate

Baggage

Cargo

Catering

Refuelling

Runway
available

Cleaning

Crew Passengers

Baggage system

Aircraft departs from airport
Aircraft lands at airport
Aircraft handling at the aircraft stand

